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Abstract : This paper represents a  process  to improve 

images with hazing effects. Generally the dehazing methods 

are depends  on the dark channel past. The dark channel 

earlier  uses  two different steps to perform  the transmission 

map of the input image. These steps are the transmission 

map estimation stage and a transmission map refinement 

stage. Then, the main drawback of these methods  are the 

trade-off between accurate restoration and processing  time. 

The proposed method uses a Multilayer Perception to 

perform the transmission map directly from the minimum 

channel, and a contrast stretching technique to amplify the 

dynamic range of the restored image. The Multilayer 

Perception has advantage that is Mean Squared Error 

(MSE) using a training set of 80 images. To estimate  the 

restoration quality, the metrics of Mean Absolute Error 

(MAE), and the Structural Similarity index (SSIM)  were 

used. The practical  results have proven that the proposed 

method achieves superior performance in terms of 

restoration quality (MAE = 27.28, SSIM index = 0.84) 

compared with seven state-of-the-art dehazing techniques. 

In addition, based on the average computational time 

achieved by the projected method (1 second  using a test set 

of 80 images), it can be very useful  for real-time 

applications. 

Keywords: Artificial neural network, dark channel prior, 

defogging, image enhancement, multi-layer perceptron, single 

image dehazing. 

I. Introduction 

By and large the open air pictures are taken in an 

awful climate conditions. With the goal that these pictures had 

loses differentiate and the picture ends up misty which is 

coming about for the reason that of the way that light is 

ingested and dissipated by the foggy medium, for example, 

particles and water beads in the environment amid the method 

of engendering [1]. These cloudy picture end up futile in 

discovering some significant data about the picture. By 

utilizing this dehazig strategy we can reestablish the dim 

picture and by this rebuilding we get more insights concerning 

the picture. With the goal that increasingly important and 

intriguing data appears in the reestablished picture. It is 

known as picture dehazing. Picture dehazing can be arranged 

into two sorts in that initial one depends on conventional 

picture handling technique, for example, the improvement of 

histogram[2,3], and Retinex[4]. In any case, this sort of 

dehazing doesnt care about how the fog comes with the goal 

that the outcome loses a ton of profitable data and it can't 

evacuate murkiness obviously. Also, the second one depends 

on air dispersing model. Environmental dispersing model is an 

investigation of how the cloudiness happens in the picture and 

after that assess the parameters for dehazing. Tan[5] greatest  

 

the neighborhood differentiation of the picture dependent on 

Markov Random Field (MRF) to get clear picture, however 

the picture is constantly over-soaked. Fatal[6] is relies upon 

Independent Component Analysis for evacuation of dimness, 

however they are unsucceed at the same time as the 

cloudiness is thick. With a substantial number arrangement of 

statics, He et al. [7,8] propose dim channel earlier (DCP) that 

in the non-sky zone, something like one shading channel has a 

few pixels whose powers are exceptionally low and pattern to 

zero. They gain a major ground in dimness evacuation since 

this strategy is straightforward and compelling. Be that as it 

may, they may come up short when picture has huge territory 

of sky or white scene. Guided sifting is wished-for[9,10] to 

improve the dull channel. Later Tarel et al.[11] make a 

methodology which depends on the middle channel, yet this 

methodology can't deal with the edge of the picture. Zhu et 

al.[12] accept that the connection among transmission and 

splendor and differentiation is direct, however this copy isn't 

so clear. When all is said in done, fake neural systems (ANN) 

have begun to pull in more consideration in PC vision 

frameworks. ANN are figuring frameworks motivated by 

organic neural systems attempting to imitate the 

microstructure of the mind. A standout amongst the most 

prominent ANN classes is the multilayer perceptron (MLP) on 

account of its simplicity of usage and heartiness. It is an ANN 

with at three layers of neurons and it regularly utilizes a 

superintend learning methodology got back to proliferation. 

As of late, it has been utilized to take care of various issues in 

picture handling, for example, skin division, human face 

acknowledgment, and denoising. Furthermore, there are 

diverse learning methodologies have been as of late presented, 

for example, Gaussian advancement relapse and convolutional 

neural systems (CNN), where the dehazing assignment is 

performed as far as an administered learning issue, which is 

roughly prepared utilizing RGB pictures straightforwardly as 

info information and the transmission maps as target factors. 

In this assignment, a technique for single picture dehazing 

utilizing a MLP to assess the transmission map otther than 

RGB pictures as information are proposed. In the preparation 

procedure of the MLP 144,000 examples were utilized, they 

were gain from a subset of 80 genuine pictures. So as to 

characterize the ideal design, a few MLP topologies were 

tried, and the best topology was chosen dependent on the 

mean squared mistake (MSE). To gauge the execution of the 

proposed technique, an examination was taken out by utilizing 

the pinnacle motion to-clamor proportion (PSNR) and the 

comparability auxiliary record measure (SSIM). The tests 

were performed in both genuine world and engineered 

pictures. The substance of the present paper is characterized 

as pursues: Section 2 clarifies about the essentials of picture 

dehazing alongside the basics of the MLP. Area 3 clarifies the 

proposed technique. The subtleties of the computational 
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examinations are displayed in Sec. 4, and ends are given in 

Sec. 5. 

2. Existing Methodology 

 

2.1 Atmospheric Scattering Model 

 The atmospheric scattering is a physical phenomenon 

where the light passing through the particles in the atmosphere 

is deviated from its straight path. The atmospheric scattering 

model was projected by McCartney and Hall. The 

development of image can be explained by using the 

atmospheric scattering model, and it can be represented as 

 

P(x, y)=Q(x, y)r(x ,y)+A[1-r(x, y)],                      (1) 

 

Where P(x, y) represents the captured image, Q(x, y) 

represents the original image , A represents color of 

atmospheric light, and r(x, y) is as shown below 

 

     r(x, y) = exp (-βd(x, y),                                       (2) 

 

Where β is the scattering co-efficient and d(x, y) is depth of 

scene. 

In sort to explain the haze free image Eqn(1) can be 

on paper as 

                     Q’(x, y) = 
 (   )  

 (   )
                                   (3) 

2.2 Dark Channel prior 

 He et al. introduces the dark channel prior based on the 

verifiable observations of statistical features in the intensity of 

dark channel prior for haze-free images. 

The dark channel P
dark

 (x, y) is given below 

 

P
dark 

(x, y) =     min       [ min        P
C
 (z) ]          (4) 

                                C€R,G,B    z€Ω(x, y) 

 

Where Ω(x, y) is a patch of      , and  P
C
 is color 

channel of R,G,B and z represents the index for a pixel in the 

domain of Ω(x, y). 

 The atmospheric light A is defined as 

 

A=max∑    
           (     (   ))                           (5) 

The below figure shows the process of algorithm of 

DCP and it gives the accurate values of   A and r(x, y). 

 

Fig. 2.1 Result of the DCP. (a) Input image, (b) dark 

channel map (c) estimation (d) dark channel map, and (e) 

estimation using 

 

2.3. Multilayer Perceptron 

ANN are learning machines inspirited in a very simplified 

mathematical model from biological neural systems. In these 

models, each processing element (PE) is called a neuron, and 

the connection between PE’s forms a network. One of the first 

PE developed was the perceptron that consists of multiple 

inputs Xj multiplied by an scalar value known as weight Wjk, 

and a bias bk is added. The obtained results are shown below 

 

                 (         )]                                       (6) 

 

 

The function f  uses the hyperbolic tangent in 

perceptron. It is shown in below equation 

 

               (   )= 2 · σ (2x) – 1                            (7) 

  

Where as σ (x) is 

 

               σ(x) = 
  

                                                           (8) 

The training of the ANN adjusts the weight and bias 

values, in order to get the desired output according to the 

inputs combinations. For solving nonlinear separation 

problems many perceptrons in one or more hidden layer 

topologies are connected, this network is called MLP. Back 

propagation is an efficient training algorithm for MLP, and it 

is the most used in the mid-1980s to the present. Back 

propagation is a generalization of the least squares method 

where the weights are updated according to the mean square 

error, which is determined with a comparison between the 

desired and the computed output. The idea is to find the 

minimum error function in relation to the connection weights. 

In the present work, an MLP is used to achieve accurate 

transmission maps in order to obtain high-quality free-haze 

images. This way is relate in the following section. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology  

 

In general, the dehazing methods are construct on the Dark 

Channel Prior (DCP). By using this DCP we can get accurate 

results regarding different state of the art strategies. In order to 

perform the transmission map using the DCP strategy, two 

steps have to be performed. In the first step, a coarse 

transmission is estimated using square-patches of a predefined 

size. In the subsequent step, the coarse transmission map is 

improved using different strategies such as the soft matting, 

bilateral filter, median filter, mean-shift, guided filter, Wiener 

filter, and graph-cuts. The main drawback of these strategies 

is the trade-off between accurate restoration and 

computational time. 

 The projected method is based on the transmission 

map tmin   and is given as 

                         

          tmin (x, y)  =1- ω P
min

 (x, y)                             (9) 
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Where P
min

 (x, y) indicates the minimum channel and it is 

given  

      P
min

(x, y)= min     
  (   )

             (10) 

                      c∈(R,G,B)        

  

In this tmin  is equivalent to the dark channel when 

Ω=1. Where Ω represents the patch size. 

 In this tmin(x,y) has an excellent spatial resolution, 

and, its depth resolution computed is low because it exclude 

the information about of neighboring pixels. From the 

computed transmission map tmin (x, y), the application of an 

artificial neural network MLP is used to estimate a 

transmission map t′(x, y) and ii is given as follows 

            t′(x, y) = MLP(tmin (x, y))                           (11) 

The main idea behind the proposed technique, is the  to 

approximation the transmission map and the introduction of 

an additional step for improving the contrast image. In 

classify to improve the contrast of the recovered image, the 

luminance was modified by introducing the space color L*a*b 

and a contrast stretching (CS) strategy. The following figure 

represents the process of the proposed method.  

 

       Fig.3.1 Flowchart of the projected method. 

 

3.1 Compound Ground Truth Origination  

Since the MLP is a technique, in this a ground-truth is 

required to perform the training step. In the present task, the 

ground-truth data are evaluated using the soft matting process 

proposed by Levin et al.,39 which is suitable for the dehazing 

problem, nevertheless, its computational processing time and 

memory requirements are both high. The image soft matting 

procedure can be articulated as follows:              

                    

                          P=G α+B(1-α)                                      (12) 

where B and G are the light and shade brightness 

color information, respectively, and α is the opacity of 

foreground. In the work of He et al. was proved the sameness 

between the α map and the transmission map t(x, y). Then the 

optimal t(x, y) can be evaluated by solving the scattered linear 

system expressed in the following equation evaluated from the 

dark channel, L is called matting Laplacian matrix, and I is 

and identity matrix of the same size of L. 

                           

                         (L + λI) t
- 
= λt^                                  (13)

           

3.2 Guidance  Procedure 

In order to train the Multi-Layer Perceptron, a data 

set of 80 real-world images different size and features was 

used. From every image, two images of the same size were 

generated. The first one contains the approximate broadcast 

map tmin(x, y) , and the second one is the transmission result t 

(x, y). 

The technical step of a MLP requires two vectors of 

samples: the input data and the target vectors. In this work, 

each sample was obtained from a square window of size l 

centered in positions (x, y) where the length for each sample 

is l×l. 

 

Fig.3.2 Training process for the MLP based on 

transmission maps. 

The setup to perform the training stage is illustrated in Fig. 

3.2 

3.3 Approaches For Mlp 

As it is shown in Fig. 3.3, to estimate the transmission map 

t
′
(x, y) using the trained MLP, an input vector is initiated from 

square-windows of tmin(x, y). Each two-dimensional square-

window of size s is converted to a one-dimensional signal of 

size s×s. The interval of each sampling in the image is 

expressed by the variable δ. If δ=s the sampling has not 

joining in the pixels positions, and if δ= 1 the sampling is 

perceived in every pixel. The value of each pixel in the map 

t
′
(x, y) is the minimum value of the superposition of windows.  

 In Fig.3.2 an example of the suggested algorithm in four real-

world images and the results of applying the proposed method 

are extended, along with the input tmin(x,y) and output t’(x,y). 
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Fig.3.3 Process to estimate the transmission map by using 

the MLP. 

4. RESULTS & ANALYSIS  

   

To calculate the  performance of the projected 

method was determined using a database of 120 rgb images. 

The database was divided into two subsets: a training set of 80 

images and a test set of 40 images. 

To obtain the best possible concert of the projected 

method, several tests with different MLP configurations by 

means of the training set of 80 images were realized. 

 

4.1 For Different Input Images 

In the MATLAB software first we need to read the image 

from the current folder as shown in below figure 4.1. After 

reading an image into the matlab, the next process is 

simulation for dehazing an image using multi layer 

perceptron. The dehazed images for different images  is as 

shown in below.  

Image file(.jpg or .jpeg)       

 
  Figure 4.1 : Reading an image    
 
 
 

4.2 Comparison with Existing Methodology 

 
 

Fig.4.2: Example of the processing the proposed method: 

(a) input imagesI(x, y), (b) initial transmissiontMIN(x, 

y),(c) final transmission t
′
(x, y), (d) recovered images J(x, 

y). 

 

Fig.4.3 Comparison of the improved results for synthetic 

images by the eight methods: (a) original images, (b) 

images with haze simulated, (c) Tarel et al., (d) He et al., 

(e) Pang et al.,(f) Gibson et al.,(g) Zhu et al., (h) Berman et 

al.,(i) Ren et al.,(j) proposed. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a solitary image dehazing process was 

proposed. This method uses an Multi-layer perceptron(  

artificial neuronal network) to conclude the transmission map 

of a haze image. To get the excellent MLP configuration, a 

training set of 80  images was used. In the training process, a 

number of concealed layers containing different number of 

neurons were tested, where the foremost performance in terms 

of the MSE was achieved using a 256- to 1024- MLP 

configuration with an MSE = 0.000151. In sort to evaluate the 

restoration quality of the proposed method, the SSIM index 

and the PSNR were used. The fact-finding that the results 

have proven that the proposed method achieves a high-level 

performance than seven state-of-art methods in terms of 

restoration quality, obtaining a PSNR value of 18.87 and 

SSIM index of 0.8465 over a test set of synthetic images. In 
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addition, a qualified analysis using the test set of 40 images 

between the proposed and comparative methods and it reveals 

that the lowest computational time was obtained by the 

wished-for method (0.52 s). The proposed method gives the 

suitable consequences in terms of restoration quality and 

execution time  with respect to the seven state-of-art dehazing 

methd. It can be highly appropriate and it can  be used in real-

time systems. 
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